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Introduction
The purpose of this scheme of work is to prepare students for how to structure 
and plan for Section 1: Research and performance development of the written 
portfolio for the AQA AS Drama and Theatre component 2: Process and 
performance. It looks at how to complete Section 1 of the personal portfolio by 
creating an entirely written portfolio. There are alternative methods of producing 
the personal portfolio and these are outlined on p. 30 of the new AS specification.  

The portfolio requires students to consider both play extracts that they have 
studied during their AS Drama and Theatre course. It is my recommendation that AS 
level students study one practitioner and that they should apply that practitioner’s 
theories and techniques to both of the play extracts that they study. This then allows 
the first extract that is to be workshopped to be treated as a mock performance. I 
will expect my students to create a practice Section 1 of the portfolio during their 
work on this, and it is for this activity that this scheme of work is designed. 

While the specification states that only the second extract needs to 
demonstrate a practitioner influence, I think it is best for the students to have a 
proper go at an extract using the practitioner techniques before the filmed and 
moderated performance of extract two. By using that experience to complete an 
initial attempt at Section 1, students will enter work on the second extract and the 
full, final AS personal portfolio having experienced working on an extract using 
their set practitioner and turning their rehearsal and performance ideas into a 
draft for Section 1. The specification states on p. 29 that students should discuss 
the possibilities offered by each of the key extracts in performance and the 
opportunities/challenges presented when applying the ideas and methodologies 
of their chosen practitioner. Therefore, by not applying the practitioner to extract 
one, it seems that students will be disadvantaged in terms of what they can 
actually cover and gain marks for in the portfolio. The example I will be focussing 
on in this scheme of work will be using Artaud as the set practitioner. 

The personal portfolio is broken down into two specific sections: 
 f Section 1: Research and performance development (20 marks) – this will be the 
focus of this scheme of work.

 f Section 2: Analysis and evaluation (10 marks) – this section deals with 
reflections on the final performance itself and the students’ evaluation of their 
own contribution to the success of that performance with specific reference to 
the use of the set practitioner techniques.

In Section 1, students are expected to discuss how their set practitioner relates to 
the chosen extracts. Specifically they should address:

 f Performance possibilities and dramatic intentions. These can be for the play 
and how those aims are inspired by the chosen practitioner

 f Research they have done into the social, cultural and historical contexts of 
the two chosen extracts and how that research has helped them develop their 
dramatic aims

 f A clear sense of their own personal dramatic aims and those of the group
 f The creation of the initial ideas, the development and refinement of those 
ideas and how they relate specifically to their chosen practitioner

 f How those ideas were put into practice during the final performance and how 
the influence of the practitioner can be seen there.

There are four bands used for marking Section 1. The specification criteria for 
the marking of Section 1 refers to an ‘excellent’ level, then works its way down 
through ‘good’ for band 3, ‘reasonable’ for band 2 and ‘limited’ for band 1, so it 
would appear that precise detail and subject-specific vocabulary are vital for high 
achievement. A formal typed document with a front cover that has the names of 
the extracts, the influencing practitioner, candidate number and an image that 
relates to either the practitioner or the chosen plays is advisable.
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Suggested planning structure for Section 1
The marking criteria for Section 1 specifies: 

 f Reference to skills used to create and develop ideas which communicate 
meaning in both extracts.

 f Evidence of a sophisticated response to the material. So a clear understanding 
of the playwright’s intentions and use of theatrical terminology is needed.

 f Evidence of development and refinement (so once again the importance of 
referring to specific feedback and its use in improving the quality of the piece 
appears, similar to the Supporting Notes completed in the legacy AS and 
A level).

 f Precise detail. This to me means specific quotes from the extracts and the 
methods used (directly relating to the set practitioner) to bring them to life in 
rehearsal and performance.

 f Structure and reasoning is logical and systematic. Here it is vital that students 
can show how the process from research, through planning and preparation, 
into rehearsal and performance was organised and developed.

 f Responses make insightful connections between dramatic theory and practice. 
This is where the references to the influencing practitioner come in, making it 
even more useful for both extracts to have been investigated through the prism 
of a set practitioner’s theories and techniques.

Students should start by listing the extracts chosen, making sure titles are clear 
and the starting and closing lines of dialogue are stated. It is also worth stating 
the nature of the performance (monologue, group performance, etc.) and the 
name of the chosen practitioner. I will be using Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis as my 
example here, but remember that both extracts should be covered in detail in the 
final portfolio sent for moderation. 4.48 Psychosis is an excellent text for working 
with Artaud, but it is an adult and controversial work that may not be appropriate 
for some students.

Initial points to cover
I would recommend that students start with brief descriptions of both plays in 
terms of plot and themes, showing an initial understanding of the social, cultural 
and historical aspects of the works, including the time period when they were 
written.  If possible, students should highlight some aspects of the characters 
central to the extracts chosen and reference should be made to the performance 
style to be used with a clear justification of why. For a play like 4.48 Psychosis the 
deliberately fractured nature of the dialogue and the stream-of-consciousness-
style appearance of different voices make a dreamlike, surreal and stylised/
physical theatre style, directly influenced by Artaud, completely apt. 

There should be significant reference to practitioner theory. Students should 
show an understanding of the historical context of the practitioner. This should 
include reference to overall dramatic aims and key techniques that would be 
appropriate for the extracts chosen. In an Artaud inspired personal portfolio, 
I would expect my students to refer to a range of the following aims and 
techniques:

 f Surreal, dreamlike style
 f Potential to use a ‘concrete physical language’ of communication onstage 
rather than allowing naturalistic delivery of dialogue to dominate as the 
primary method of communication

 f Moment of chaos and calm
 f Stylised patterns of movement, including contrasting moments of frenzy with 
graceful, controlled poise

 f Experiments with delivery of the dialogue allowing actors to use sudden and 
extreme changes in pitch, pace, accent and tone

 f Jerky, angular movement and circular patterns
 f Influence of Balinese dance and experimental sounds designed to impact on 
the spectators

 f Symbolic approach to costume using colour or ideas of status
 f A performance style designed to check the spectators into a primal, intuitive 
response

 f Experimentation with spectator position in order to heighten a sense of 
emotional involvement

 f Screams, cries, grunts, song, choric speaking and repetition
 f Direct contact with spectators
 f A ritualised style of performance when the repetition of key actions and motifs 
communicates clear meaning to the spectators
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 f Deliberately taboo breaking and disturbing subject material that deals with 
‘universal truths’.

Students must also refer directly to research that they have done into the play, 
specifically themes raised. Websites used and information gained from that 
research must be put into a practical context, so what was found out and how it 
actually helped initially planning for the performance is useful.  References to 
productions of the plays seen can also be very helpful here, or clips of key scenes 
and how those examples helped to develop performance ideas or perhaps even 
directly led to the student pursuing a different interpretation.

Into the first extract
Students would now do well to start with an introductory paragraph that focuses 
on explaining the context of the extract chosen, the function of the character to 
be played at that moment in the play and their own dramatic intentions for the 
performance. This is where clear links between this section and the ‘statement 
of dramatic intentions’ should be established. Dramatic intentions could be 
an intended audience response to the character, something they should see, 
recognise or understand (intended effects) or a specific intended impact to be 
achieved by the end of the performance. With 4.48 Psychosis, there is a clear 
attempt by Kane to make the audience more aware of exactly what depression is, 
and how it manifests itself very differently in people. There are clear moments in 
the play when that depression is portrayed as rage against an uncaring system of 
doctors, or when the use of medication to treat the symptoms is contrasted with 
the loss of the very emotional sensations that make life bearable in the first place. 
There are times when the actors are required to multi-role into doctors, patients, 
lovers, psychiatrists and the warring voices inside the central character’s head, 
and the dramatic aims stated will be very helpful in encouraging the actors to 
make the constantly shifting characters clear for the spectators. This will fit in 
ideally with Artaud’s rebellion against the focus of the drama of his time on the 
inner psychology of individuals, those ‘little stories about little people’, instead 
allowing a bigger focus on the ‘universal truths’ of existence (love, life, death, 
madness, beauty, cruelty, sex, fear, individuality, desire, etc.) that are at the heart 
of his work and at the heart of Kane’s play.

How the chosen practitioner’s rehearsal techniques could be used during initial 
work on the extract should be considered in this section, giving a clear indication 
of how the student has taken on the ideas of the practitioner to achieve certain 
aims, and how those techniques helped the student to refine their work. In the 
case of 4.48 Psychosis and Artaud, students could be expected to identify a specific 
moment from the extract; this could be a particular speech or set of lines from an 
interaction with another character. The following approach can be very useful here:

Start with a specific rehearsal/performance technique that the student intends 
to use. For example the influence of Balinese dance and the use of specific 
ritualised movement in order to create a specific impact on the spectators.  
State what the purpose of using those techniques is for a specific moment in 
the extract. It can be very useful to quote specific lines that are going to be 
delivered while using the ideas. Build a detailed paragraph around the process of 
developing those techniques for that moment. 

For example:
‘A key aspect of Artaud’s theory is the creation of a surreal, dreamlike style that allows 
movement and vocal experimentation to shock and disturb the spectators into a primal, 
instinctive response (reference to key Artaudian theory and dramatic aims clear). 
This can be achieved through the use of sudden changes in vocal range, pace and style 
of movement and breaking the fourth wall to allow direct contact with the spectators in 
order to heighten their emotional state. Therefore, during the sequence when my character 
vents her rage at the lack of empathy she feels the doctors treating her are showing (clear 
indication of context of key moment from extract) I began by deliberately breaking the 
speech up and improvised with developing specific movement motifs for each line that 
referenced a particular doctor. The doctors are described as inscrutable, sensible, way out 
and even similar to patients themselves, so I improvised developing a precise action for 
each one that related to their specific characteristics. The inscrutable doctor required a 
movement that was deliberately confusing, so I experimented with miming writing very 
quickly on an exaggeratedly large sized clip board, miming a huge pen and extravagant 
writing style, which I then held up high and then brought down close to the ‘patient’s’ face 
but took away very quickly before closer inspection could be achieved. 

For the sensible doctor, I improvised walking in a circle slowing around the patient centre 
stage, and I played with exaggeratedly tutting at them, using a range of changing volumes 
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from almost a stage whisper to piercingly loud, while very slowly and robotically lifting 
their limbs up and down for inspection and looking closely into their eyes, using a very 
deliberate slow motion style pace of movement, but also reflecting a more serious and 
dedicated approach to diagnosis. For the ‘way out’ doctor, we developed a very simple lift 
where I leapt onto the back on the ‘patient’ very suddenly piggy back style and began to 
look through their hair frantically for potential physical symptoms of depression, my facial 
expression constantly changing from intense searching to exaggerated disappointment, 
my eyes wide with intense emotion reflecting the influence of Balinese dance. Then finally, 
when required to convey a doctor whose demeanour was similar to the patients on the 
ward, I initially improvised a ‘mirroring’ sequence with the actor playing the patient at this 
moment. We experimented with standing toe to toe and then improvised a series of simple 
movements reflecting a morning ritual of getting ready for the day, but one that included 
the counting out of prescription drugs, taking them one at a time with a drink of water, 
and making a note of which drugs we had taken and the time consumed.  This ritual was 
repeated exactly each time in rehearsal to perfect it, and this then became a performance 
method to convey how the drug regime regimented every start to the day, robbing the 
patient of any optimism for the new day which is so central to the theme of the play.

To refine and improve the quality of this sequence, I researched a soundtrack that we 
could use, so the timing of each movement would synchronise exactly with the rhythm 
of the music chosen. The music chosen, John Metcalfe’s ‘Felt Unseen’ has a specific 
but building pace and rhythm, very similar in style to some aspects of Balinese dance 
music, and the introduction of this to the performance allowed me to not only time the 
movements exactly to the changes in pace, but also to make each one very individual and 
clear to the audience, allowing them to clearly identify which particular ‘type’ of doctor I 
was now playing. We performed this section to our teacher, whose feedback stated that 
I should heighten the stylisation of each section of the movement, so the initial miming 
and exaggerated writing style became even bigger, the slow motion even slower and more 
graceful, providing a much more powerful contrast with the sudden and frenzied leap for 
Doctor 3 and then more graceful, almost balletic style mirroring for the final doctor. These 
clear contrasts between each section established effectively the dreamlike style required 
by Artaud, conveyed the sudden bursts of chaos and calm that heighten a spectator’s 
emotional state, clearly reflected Artaud’s ideas for the use of music and ritualised 
movement in his work and also reflected the play’s aims in highlighting the constant 
changes in doctors’ approaches experienced in the psychiatric ward of the play and their 
lack of understanding of depression. 

To also reflect Artaud’s ideas for vocal experimentation, I improvised with and 
deliberately adopted a Scottish accent for the first doctor, an exaggeratedly English upper 
class accent for the second, a frighteningly intense and aggressive tone for number three 
and a distant, almost drugged-sounding vocal quality for the fourth, to reflect how my 
identity was merging with the patient. This was to experiment with heightening the 
contrast between each one, maintain the surreal style and was also inspired by the sudden 
changes in voice and accent that Artaud used himself in his scenario ‘The Spurt of Blood’ 
which I read as part of my research. These sudden vocal transformations helped me clarify 
each specific role for the audience and also highlighted their lack of care and concern for 
the patient by presenting them as dismissive, self- interested or incompetent, in keeping 
with the demands of the play itself.’

In this example section I have deliberately highlighted terms which are associated 
with the development and rehearsal process (experimented, improvised, refined, 
etc.) in order to link the example used with the rehearsal process, rather than 
aspects of the final performance. 

Quick checklist for Section 1 examples:
1. State the context of the example moment to be discussed and the dramatic 

intentions for the audience.
2. Relate the dramatic intentions to aspects of the set practitioner theory.
3. Make sure that the performance style to be used is clearly stated and give 

reasons for why it has been chosen.
4. Focus on the beginning of the rehearsal process for this moment, so initial 

planning ideas, ways of focussing on the actual dialogue to be delivered, 
potential starting positions onstage or an opening image for the audience, etc.

5. State which specific rehearsal/performance techniques are to be used and 
why. Relate those to the set practitioner. With practitioners like Artaud, there 
is no clear distinction between techniques used for rehearsal and actual 
performance, so here the techniques will be directly linked to the dramatic 
aims and the performance style to be used. 
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6. Describe, in detail, the use of those techniques to bring this moment to life. 

Use subject-specific terminology in reference to vocal and physical skills and 
quotes if relevant to the moment.  Make it clear that students are discussing 
moments of rehearsal. It can be useful to refer to practitioner research or 
productions seen here.

7. Refer to feedback given. Be specific about sources here. State clearly what 
that feedback was and how it was then used to refine the quality of the 
performance. What was actually changed in light of those comments?

Example 2
Students are expected to comment on how final ideas and intentions were 
realised in performance with references to key features of the chosen practitioner, 
so it is useful to have a second example moment from extract 1 focussing on 
another moment detailing its development and rehearsal when some sense of 
performance is evident and there is reference to peer group feedback. This can be 
specifically focussed around the delivery of specific lines or a particular challenge 
that the script or the character at that moment created for the student. 

For example:
‘One of the biggest challenges we faced was to convey that, according to this play, 
depression is not a sense of extreme sadness but actually genuine rage, and often in 
the play lines of dialogue contain a small number of words repeated many times. While 
Artaud does place great importance of the use of repetition and ritual, we still need to keep 
our audience engaged and create a powerful emotional impact to shock and disturb them. 

One of the most challenging sections involved the constant repetition of the words ‘how 
do I stop?’. In his work, The Theatre and Its Double, Artaud cites ‘screams, cries, 
groans, frenzy, incantation, song, physical pulsation and moments of stillness and calm’ 
as potential methods of vocal and physical experimentation.  Therefore to give each 
repeat of this phrase purpose and emotional power, we rehearsed using Artaud’s ideas for 
vocal experimentation with the aim being to deliberately shock and disturb the audience, 
using the notion of expected repetition to deliberately play with their expectations. I 
experimented with delivery of the first ‘how do I stop?’ with a genuine sense of fear 
and despair, my tone desperate and terrified, my pitch and volume rising and my body 
language closed tight with my arms wrapped around me, symbolically reflecting the 
appearance of a straitjacket using Artaud’s ideas for a clear and concrete physical 
language. This reminded me of my previous Artaud-influenced performance, where we 
conveyed the horror of a plague infecting a town, and to show my hysteria and fear I sat 
facing the audience and rocked back and forwards aggressively, reciting the symptoms 
associated with the great plague, so I used that rocking motion here to unnerve the 
spectators and heighten my emotional state of despair. Then, contrasting significantly with 
this, and in keeping with the unpredictable nature of Artaud’s theatre, we experimented 
with the second repeat chorically, singing the phrase in the style of a children’s rhyme 
with sudden moments of direct eye contact with the audience but then all focusing on just 
one single spectator on the word ‘stop’. We elongated the word as we turned to face them 
directly, adding a sinister quality to the delivery, but also establishing the link between 
all of the characters onstage and an intimidating and threatening atmosphere.  The 
peer group feedback I received showed this sudden shift in tone and delivery unnerved 
the spectators and turned a moment of repetition into something more symbolic and 
ritualistic.’  

Summary of suggested structure for example 2 from first script extract
1. Outline the challenge to be overcome in one particular section and the 

dramatic intentions to be achieved
2. Relate challenge to set practitioner theory and potential techniques that could 

be used to overcome the challenge.
3. Refer to specific quotes from that extract.
4. Cite specific examples of solo and group work that used those techniques to 

overcome the challenge and achieve stated dramatic aims
5. Refer to feedback given and how it clarified that the challenge had been 

successfully overcome and aims of the set practitioner achieved.

Students should then move onto a similar approach that deals with examples 
from their second scripted extract, starting with a brief paragraph outlining 
the context of the second extract and the specific dramatic intentions they 
have for it. It is recommended that for the second extract, students attempt to 
discuss different practitioner techniques to demonstrate wider knowledge of the 
performance theories researched.
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